Good Genes are Nice, but
Joy is Better (January 2018)
Recommended Classes:Longevity
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Across
1 a person who is from 80 to
89 years old. (12)
3 a person who prefers not to
associate with others. (5)
5 never done or known before.
(13)
8 the ability to understand and
share the feelings of another
(7)
9 regarding humankind as the
central or most important
element of existence,
especially as opposed to
God or animals (15)
11 lack of contentment;
dissatisfaction with one's
circumstances (10)
13 a mutual relationship or
connection between two or
more things. (11)

24

15 argue about petty and trivial
matters. (6)
18 say or estimate that (a
specified thing) will happen
in the future or will be a
consequence of something.
(7)
19 the cost or damage resulting
from something. (4)
20 (of a person, animal, or
other living organism) grow
or develop in a healthy or
vigorous way, especially as
the result of a particularly
favorable environment. (8)
21 the path followed by a
projectile flying or an object
moving under the action of
given forces. 20 (10)
22 be absorbed in the reading
or study of. (4)
23 (of research or data)

involving information about
an individual or group
gathered over a long period
of time (12)
Down
2 come between so as to
prevent or alter a result or
course of events (9)
4 a surprising and previously
unknown fact, especially
one that is made known in a
dramatic way. (10)
6 a test or record of brain
activity produced by
electroencephalography (20)
7 a supporter or companion
(6)
10 relating to marriage or the
relationship of a married
couple. (7)

12 a period for which an office
is held. (6)
13 persisting for a long time or
constantly recurring. (7)
14 Constitution (12)
16 a compound of the sterol
type found in most body
tissues. (11)
17 an abundant supply of good
things of a specified kind
(10)
24 a number representing a
person's reasoning ability
(measured using problemsolving tests) as compared
to the statistical norm or
average for their age, taken
as 100. (2)

